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EDITO
My name is Camille and I run @silklinebalance. I
always wanted to have a place where our passions can
be shared and known worldwide. 10 years ago, this
community wasn't what it is today. We were just a few,
and nothing was available online -yet. When I now see
our huge community, the different practices on
differents apparatus, it makes me so glad, so happy.
Aerial is a beautiful sport for the mind and for the
body. It deserves to be known across the world, and
we deserve to have a common place where we can
share our experiences, our tips, our moves,
sequences, and a lot more.

After launching the YT Challenges worldwide for us to
connect between ourselves and know each other, I
just woke up one day with this beautiful idea of a
Magazine, where every aerial yogi could be
represented, could share everything related to aerial.
A common space, our sphere. I want this magazine to
represent our upside down world. Our crazyness but
also our journeys. Whether you are a student or a
teacher, I want this magazine to be your moment  of
pleasure. I want you to learn new things, I want for us
to have a strong connection between each other. I
want us to uplift this sport, this passion, across the
world.

I really hope you will enjoy this magazine, that you will
share it with your friends, your partners, whoever
might be interested. It's a lot of work, but I truly think
that WE deserve it. Let's spread our passion
worldwide. Let's know each other. 

Lots of Love, 
Camille.

https://www.instagram.com/silklinebalance/


FLASH ON :  
@AERIAL_YOGA_GIRL

C A N  Y O U  S H A R E  W I T H  U S
Y O U R  J O U R N E Y  / H I S T O R Y ?

I first saw aerial over ten years ago when I saw my very
first Cirque du Soleil show in person - the woman on the
red silks was captivating, and I don’t think I moved her
entire performance. I knew that was an art I was
*meant* to do someday! 
A year or two later, I remember seeing a video of a girl
doing aerial yoga on a silk hammock  in Costa Rica on
Youtube. I couldn’t stop watching videos of aerial online
- it looked beautiful, inspiring, and gorgeous. The
problem was I lived in a very rural state
(NewHampshire) so aerial and aerial yoga was not a
thing people could do.

I was gifted an aerial yoga hammock on my 26th
birthday when I was finally able to fly! Because there
were not any studios or classes near by, I developed my
practice slowly and safely from home as I created my
manual. At this time I was also going through my Yoga
teacher training, so I was inspired to create a
comprehensive manual for both students and teachers
to learn and move from safely who were in a similar
situation as me. 

As I kept posting pictures and videos on social media in
its early days, my friends and neighbors were curious
and wanted to take classes with me. This expedited my
creation of an aerial yoga program and a studio. What
began as two clients in my living room quickly grew into
me having to move the studio to a local dance studio,
then the mill buildings on downtown Manchester, New
Hampshire, with over 250 active members today. In the
last 7-8 years, I have taught over 5,000 people in
person. I have no idea how many I have trained with
online!

C A N  Y O U  I N T R O D U C E
Y O U R S E L F  ?

My name is Karlene, and I live in southern New
Hampshire. For the last 7 years I was the owner of
the first Aerial Yoga and Fitness studio in my state,
and was voted as the “Best of NH Fitness Studio,
Fitness Classes, and Best Fitness Instructor”. I also
created an Aerial Yoga teacher training, an Aerial
Yoga manual, and an online subscription service
hosting over 400 tutorials and 200 classes online in
aerial yoga and fitness, as well hosting nternational
aerial yoga retreats in Costa Rica.

F O R  H O W  L O N G  H A V E
Y O U  B E E N  D O I N G
A E R I A L  ?

It is now a little over 8 years since I got my first
aerial yoga hammock for my birthday (November
6)



 W H A T ’ S  Y O U R  V I S I O N
F O R  A E R I A L  F O R  T H E
F U T U R E  ?

I embrace the growth! I remember when I first
opened my studio that many people believed what
I was doing was just a fad, or was not “real yoga.” I
feel these opinions are based out of fear, and are
unfounded. Aerial is certainly NOT a fad, as more
and more (millions!) have discovered the joy and
freedom of inverting, flowing, flying, and stretching
with the aerial yoga fabric. It is both exhilarating
and calming - it is healing. My only concern I see is
many people harming themselves by being so
eager to invert that they don’t take the time to rig
their apparatus safely, or learn technique safely.
Taking time to make sure your practice is grounded
in proper and safe rigging as well as proper and
safe body form is not an option, and I work hard to
educate my students about these things.

A S  A N  A E R I A L  T E A C H E R ,
W H I C H  A D V I C E  C A N  Y O U
G I V E  T O  T H E  B E G I N N E R S
A N D  O T H E R  A E R I A L I S T S
T O  A V O I D  M A K I N G  T H E M
A N D  P R O G R E S S  F A S T E R ?

Definitely being impatient with technique, body
mechanics and form, as well as safely rigging at
home. I say it over and over in the studio and
online in my classes : “SLOW DOWN.” It is very easy
to get caught up by the ego to LOOK really cool in a
move or drop, but if you don’t take the time and
patience to do strength building exercises,
flexibility training, and resting, you will only see
technique that is unrefined, as well as increase
your chances of injuries. It’s important to listen to
your instructor, choose an instructor wisely - be
curious about their training, their methodologies,
and technique. Stay inspired, stay safe, and don’t
forget to FOAM ROLL every day :) I also am a big
believer in balancing your AERIAL practice with a
grounded practice by doing yoga regularly, as well.

I  K N O W  Y O U  H A V E  A N
A M A Z I N G  T V  C H A N N E L ,
H O W  D I D  Y O U  M A N A G E D
T O  C R E A T E  T H I S
C H A N N E L  ?  W H E R E  D I D
T H I S  I D E A  C O M E  F R O M  ?

I created this channel for my students at the studio
who needed resources like I had needed in the
beginning - So, I simply kept SHARING what I had
made, and the more I shared, whether my ebook
and video materials or my sequences and flows,
the more feedback I got. It was simply a positive
feedback loop where I believe BOTH my Heart and
Mind were in the right place. 

W H A T  A R E  Y O U R
I N S P I R A T I O N S  ?  D O  Y O U
H A V E  A  «  M O D E L  »  ?

Yes! In the early days I was obsessed with the
beautiful Rain Anya of Paper Doll Militia in
California, as well as Lauren Bruenig from NECCA
in Vermont, and Holly Ann Jarvis.
 These women are so fluid, controlled, and
creative. I have been lucky enough to train in
person more than once with both Rain and Lauren.
The work of all 3 of these ladies is on YouTube, and
they were my earliest inspirations. i don’t believe
Holly knows me, but she is a hammock wizard. Her
sequences always inspire me to get on my own
fabric and dance.



C A N  Y O U  S H A R E  W I T H
U S  Y O U R  E X P E R I E N C E  A S
A  A E R I A L  T E A C H E R ,
W H A T  W E R E  T H E
D I F F I C U L T  P O I N T S  Y O U
H A V E  T O  W E N T
T H R O U G H  ?  H O W  D I D
Y O U  O V E R C O M E  T H E M  ?

I have had students, only a couple, come into my
life and only learn under me, which is very limiting,
and then leave me after only a year or so to try and
build their own studio or competing programs. 
This always feels personal and painful to a teacher.
It is the goal always to have your students exceed
you, but when egos are involved, it can get a little
sticky. People trying to compete against me
aggressively in such a small state is never a
pleasant experience. That being said, I know this
happens to almost every studio owner or master
instructor. It’s a life lesson, and a powerful one,
that reminds me to keep my heart and ego in
check. Having a spiritual practice has helped me
with seeing conflicts like this from all perspectives
and choosing what is best for my own path.

Y O U  D O  A E R I A L  S I L K S ,
A E R I A L  Y O G A ,  Q I - G O N G
A N D  A  L O T  M O R E .
W H I C H  O N E  I S  Y O U R
F A V O R I T E  ?  W H I C H  O N E
D O  Y O U  P R A C T I C E  T H E
M O S T  ?  H O W  M A N Y
H O U R S  A  W E E K  D O  Y O U
P R A C T I C E  ?

I love the balance of being able to do Aerial Dance,
Aerial Yoga, Buti Yoga, and Qigong, as well as teach
and practice spiritual work and metaphysical
practices. I can’t say I love just one - they all are
parts of my overall health, the Body Mind and
Spirit, and to only choose one would feel
incomplete! You need the flying with the
grounding, the dance and the stillness.

T O  F I N I S H ,  D O  Y O U
H A V E  A N Y T H I N G  Y O U
W A N T  T O  S H A R E  W I T H
O U R  C O M M U N I T Y ,  A N Y
B O O K  Y O U  R E C O M M E N D
?

I highly encourage any one who feels inspired by
something or someone to pursue it. If you truly
enjoy something, don’t shy away out of fear of
yourself or what others may think! Your life is
meant to be truly LIVED - and to do this, find what
sparks your inner fire. For me, it was the woman
on the red silk over ten years ago in Cirque. I
followed the light of this fire, and it continues to
inspire others, so that they may find their own fire
and share it with others. So - Don’t dim your inner
fire, you never know who it may inspire.

T V  C H A N N E L  :  H E R E

I N S T A G R A M  :  H E R E

https://www.kamafittv.com/
https://www.instagram.com/aerial_yoga_girl/


H O W  T O  E N T E R  T H E
C H A L L E N G E

Post your daily pictures or videos on
Instagram, following that schedule :

Day 1 : Health
Day 2 : Equality
Day 3 : Love
Day 4 : Prosperity
Day 5 : Yogi's wish

Hosts:
@silklinebalance
@aerialyogamagazine
@aerial.yoga.girl
@aerialnici
@succulentaerialyogi
@lori1point0

Sponsors:
@kirbanu
@miashandwovens
@vayumudra
@lebdecisistem
@ljuljaska_ljuljanko

 WIN 
AN

AERIAL
HAMMOCK

CHALLENGE OF
THE MONTH
D A T E S  :  1 4 - 1 8 T H  D E C E M B E R
T H E M E  :  W I S H I N G  U P S I D E  D O W N  

To have a chance to win one of
the prizes be sure to : 

1- Follow all hosts and sponsors

2- Tag all hosts and sponsors in
your pictures/videos/stories and 
 use the hashtag
#wishingupsidedown

3- Repost this flyer on your
story/feed

4- Tag some friends to join us

5- Set your profile to public so we
can see your posts

6-Show some love to the other
participants and sponsors <3



THE RELAXING SOUNDS OF
THE SINGING BOWLS

"WATER IS A GREAT
CONDUCTOR FOR
SOUND WHICH
IS WHY SOUND

HEALING CAN HAVE
SUCH AN EFFECT ON

OUR BODY" 

H I S T O R Y
The history of the singing bowls is
a wonderful mystery and there
are some divided opinions on it. 
 On one hand, some believe that
they date back over 2000 years
and are linked to the teaching
and healing of Buddha. Others
link their origins to more recent
times and their relation to
standing or resting bells that
have a history across many
countries including India, Tibet,
China and Japan.

Traditional singing bowls are
handcrafted and two of the most
common methods of making the
bowls are either through
moulding or hammering.
Typically the bowls are made up
of seven different metals and
vary in size.  These bowls are
generally used to help the body
relax and the mind reach a
higher meditative state. 

Each bowl has its own unique
sound and vibration that
resonates in our body when
played and it is this combination
of sounds and vibrations that
form the key elements of a sound
bath or sound healing.

Written by Jessica Carman @jessica.carman.1

AS AN ANCIENT PRACTICE TO HELP CALM THE MIND AND RELAX THE BODY, SINGING BOWLS ARE BECOMING MORE  AND MORE
POPULAR IN SOUND HEALING SESSIONS. 

 In an individual class, the bowls
will be placed in certain positions
around the body to enhance the
sounds and vibrations felt. 
 Typically, there are 7 singing
bowls that are tuned for each
chakra, played through strikes
with a variety of bespoke mallets.
Additionally, when the mallet is
circled around the rim of the
bowl it produces a beautiful
sound, making the bowl “sing”.
Each bowl is aligned to an energy
centre; and each of these energy
centres correspond to a certain
area of our body.

Advocates of Sound Healing point
to its ability to help lower stress
levels, reduce anxiety and
improve sleep. For me, I can truly
say this has been the case.
Having previously spent 18 years
in the corporate world, I’ve had
my fair share of stressful times
and anxious moments and often
found it hard to quieten my
mind. Having first experienced
singing bowls while laying in
Shavasana,  I would encourage
anyone who has had their
interest piqued by this article to
dive in and experience it for
themselves. 

Happy healing!

P R A C T I C E
Sound Healing can be practiced
by using a range of instruments,
including traditional singing
Bowls, Crystal Singing Bowls,
Gongs and tuning forks.

You may or may not know that
the human body is made up of
around 75% water. Water is a
great conductor for sound which
is why sound healing can have
such an effect on our body, and
therefore our minds, leaving us
feeling light, calm, relaxed and
often more at peace. 

An average class will last up to 1
hour and aims to help remove
energy blockages within the
chakra’s. They may be conducted
in group or individual classes.

"I could sense my energy change as I  absorbed the sound of the bowls. I  felt l ighter, happier 
and my mind was both calmer and clearer."

https://www.instagram.com/jessica.carman.1/


AERIAL YOGA 
& CHAKRAS SEQUENCE

B I O G R A P H Y
In September of 2019 I flew to Barcelona to study and receive
my yoga trapeze certification with no real prior experience in
the yoga world. Fast forward to now, I know that the yoga
trapeze has opened and aligned my chakras! When I first took
flight I had no idea I was passively unblocking my chakras.
How exciting! I knew right away that I needed to share this
discovery with everyone.

To me the yoga trapeze is like a best friend, always there to
support you, encourage you,  and challenge you at the same
time. I know it helped heal me! As someone who does not
come from a yoga background it’s nice to have the ability to
practice poses that require years of mat based yoga, with
ease! Not only is aerial yoga fun, rewarding physically, and
visually pleasing, but aerial yoga also allowed me to passively
and/or actively unblock all 7 of my chakras, in some instances
more than one at once!

T H E  S E V E N  C H A K R A S
 We have seven known Chakras and each chakra is located in a specific spot on our body and
represents physical areas as well.

From our Root Chakra, located at the base of the spine to our Crown Chakra at the top of our head. 

I am excited to share with you the seven aerial poses I have placed in sequence to help balance my
chakras anytime I need to center myself! I know there are a number of poses that can help balance
us, so I hope this intro/intermediate sequence inspires you to create your own flow and brings
awareness to your energy centers. 

As we approach balancing our chakras, we must start at the base, just like in so many aspects of life
we grow from the ground up!

Written by Robyn @yourhigherself

ROBYN IS FROM SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. SHE IS 34 YEARS YOUNG, AND IS A YOGA TRAPEZE INSTRUCTOR AND CHAKRA GUIDE.  
WELCOME TO AN INTRODUCTION DISCUSSION CONNECTING AERIAL YOGA POSES TO OUR SEVEN CHAKRAS (AKA OUR ENERGY

CENTERS) AND IF YOU’RE A SEASONED YOGI, I HOPE YOU LEAVE THIS ARTICLE LEARNING SOMETHING NEW.
R OBYN'S WEBSITE  

https://www.instagram.com/_yourhigherself_/
https://shyfthouse.org/
https://shyfthouse.org/


1 -  R O O T  C H A K R A
So let’s go ahead and start with our root chakra which is located at the base of our spine and
physically located between the anus and the genitals, opening downward, and also associated with
our tailbone, legs and feet. Think of your legs as tree trunks with a firm connection to the ground.
(Side note: a great affirmation is “I am grounded”). Our root chakra is about feeling safe, secure and
connected to the Earth. A great pose to unblock and unclog your root chakra is Warrior pose. In this
pose one foot is grounded into the Earth and you are a strong base while the other leg is lifted with
the support of the hammock. It’s all about keeping your balance with the aid of the trapeze.

2 -  S A C R A L  C H A K R A
Moving up the spine, let’s talk about our sacral chakra. It’s located two to three inches below your
naval and associated with the upper part of your sacrum and first lumbar vertebra. One of my
favorite poses to bring awareness to this chakra is Dancer pose which makes absolute sense for me
because our second chakra is linked to our feelings, creativity, joy, and enthusiasm and this pose
always brings a warm smile to my face! In this pose, your sacral chakra is facing down toward the
Earth. Are you noticing a trend yet? Your goal is to basically make a U- shape with your arms and
hooked leg.

Warrior Pose- (Hammock only set up) Position 2 ( about arm’s length distance from trapeze), main
sling is bunched up and placed directly under right bent knee and left leg is turned out at a forty five
degree angle. You can either extend your arms out in front and behind you (as in picture) or you can
reach both arms up to the sky to bring your palms to touch.

 Dancer Pose - Position one (flush with the trapeze), hook one leg and reach your arms for the highest
handles for a deeper stretch with a spread fingers grip and play with the weight for balance.



3 -  S O L A R  P L E X U S  C H A K R A
Climbing up to our third energy center, our solar plexus chakra is located between your naval and the
bottom of your sternum (upper stomach). Heard the expression “trust your gut?” Well, I believe that’s
because our solar plexus represents our will and power (and not mention it is responsible for our
digestive system). Great poses to bring attention to this chakra are ones focused on your core. For
example in Flying Boat pose, as you sit in the hammock, know that you are completely supported and
use your arms to help bring tension to assist in balancing you. This pose is much easier to practice
with the help of the aerial hammock because you don’t have to fight against gravity and in turn, it
doesn’t take as much energy to try again. Remember to engage your solar plexus (upper stomach)
and affirm: “ I am power”’

4 -  H E A R T  C H A K R A
Now, on we go, up to our heart chakra which as you could’ve guessed is located at the center of the
chest in the sternum. If you’ve been paying attention, you may have noticed that in the previous three
chakras, I have yet to mention inversion on the yoga trapeze. Well, this chakra is the perfect time to
start going upside down because it’s all about trust and love! The best type of poses for this chakra is
one when your chest is open such as in Back Dive; a great affirmation is “ I am love.”

Flying Boat pose- ( Hammock only set up) Position one, take a seat in the hammock ( with the black
clips all the way up so the hammock it’s nice and wide and wrap your arms around the outside of the
trapeze. As you lean back, keep your arms parallel to the ground and raise both of your legs, feet
together and engage your solar plexus

Back Dive Pose- (Hammock only set up) Position one-  As you are seated in the hammock,  start with
knees bent, lean back while holding onto the trapeze and as you lower into inversion, then straighten
your legs, keep your toes pointed, release your hands,  squeeze your shoulders together and
straighten your arms, open your chest and heart and receive the abundance of the Universe! :)



5 -  T H R O A T  C H A K R A
Let’s move into our fifth energy center, better known as our throat chakra which you can also
probably guess is located between your collar bone and your larynx in the neck and relates to
speaking our truth and being verbally creative. Bring attention and awareness to your throat chakra.
Be sure to affirm outloud: “ I am sound.” If you were practicing mat based yoga, this pose may be
called bow pose and would be considered an advanced pose, but thankfully with the ease of the
aerial hammock, this pose is done passively!

6 -   T H I R D  E Y E  C H A K R A
Let’s move onto our third eye chakra which as you may have heard is located in the center of the
brow and is also referred to as the brow chakra. This chakra represents clairvoyancy and intuition. A
great pose for this chakra is Eagle pose which basically looks like a coiled snake with the head and
third eye facing down towards the Earth. Poses for this chakra will help clear the mind of fog and
chatter. Once in the position, affirm: “ I trust my intuition”

Ferris Wheel Pose- Since I am telling you these poses in sequence and in the last pose we ended in
back dive, from there bend your knees again and reach your arms to grab your ankles with a c- grip

Eagle pose - For this pose bunch up the main sling and place it on the base of your spine, wrap/cross 
 your legs, one leg over the other, and do the same to your arms. Bring them to a prayer position
placed in front of your third eye



7 -  C R O W N  C H A K R A
Lastly we have the crown chakra, our seventh energy center. Honestly, without the aid and support of
the yoga trapeze, as an amature yogi, headstands can seem impossible, but with the assistance of
the aerial hammock, crown chakra poses are absolutely possible and successfully reached with much
less strain to the neck. Our crown chakra is located at the the top of our head and is greatly
responsible for our brain and central nervous system. Have I mentioned how beneficial inversion is
for sending new blood to your brain?  In this pose all of your energy is shooting from the top of your
head to the tip of your toes!

Forearm Stand - One of my favorite poses is a forearm headstand and where your arms embrace
your head/crown chakra toward the Earth and one leg is hooked on the hammock to keep balance.

HAVE A SAFE FLIGHT ;)

SHARE YOUR SESSION WITH US ON IG !



MOVING LIKE AN APE IN A
SEDENTARY AGE

"SOME EVEN
ARGUE WE
SHOULD BE
CALLED 
PAN

SAPIENS
MEANING
WISE APE" 

As hunter-gatherers, we were
moving around for millions of
years and we only started
becoming sedentary about
10,000 years ago when
Agriculture was invented.  

Our bodies are designed for us
to move around a great deal and
in our case particularly to walk
and use our arms.  When looking
at the human body through a
paleoanthropological lens we are
in fact apes, for example, we
have the same number of bones
as apes and our DNA is 98.8% the
same as our closest genetical
relative the Chimpanzee.

The current estimate of when we
stopped branching out from apes
and walked exclusively on two legs
is about 3-million years ago so we
had before that at least 20 million
years of swinging and moving in
the trees. If you were to witness
one of my Aerial Yoga sessions you
would see it has a lot of similarities
to young chimps at play building
up their body health and also has a
lot in common with adult chimps
when they are clambering through
the trees. I am heavily critical how
for a large section of society sitting
at a desk from 9am-5pm became
the norm when it's pretty obvious
this form of stagnation has so
many negative implications for
health.  

If you were to force a Chimpanzee
to sit at a desk for the long periods
of time us humans do I’d like to
think that in most countries you’d
be done for animal cruelty, but for
some reason we as a society ok’d
this lifestyle for ourselves and then
wonder why our backs hurt or why
our hips feel tight etc.

Some even argue we should be
called Pan Sapiens meaning Wise
Ape instead of Homo Sapiens
because of our great undeniable
similarities. In recent times, the
word Hominid has now been
expanded to cover all the entire
ape family including that of us
humans.

Written by Marc Cross @thehangoutyoga

This idea came about while I visited a zoo several years ago now and it felt like I had a bit of a light
bulb moment.  While I focussed my attention to the Orangutan enclosure it dawned on me that the
apes inside were constantly using their Upper Body and Grip Strength to move around and play.  A
regular practice of Aerial Yoga is known to improve both of these areas in us humans therefore I
would argue that our bodies are ideal for Aerial Yoga due to our evolutionary roots.

https://www.instagram.com/thehangoutyoga/


Now more than ever we seem to
be slaves to our devices and
hunched over our computers or
phones for larger portion of our
day when unfortunately, typing
does not build any real strength
in the body.  

Also with more people now
working from home and being
restricted in their movements an
active life has further decreased
for so many people.  

The answer is plainly staring us in
the face, especially if you’re
reading this article, do Aerial
Yoga and allow yourself to move
like the apes we are and how our
bodies are designed for to stay
healthy.  

It is so easy to find affordable
solutions even in colder climates
to keep practice going and having
a home setup may even help
encourage other family members
and friends to move as
movement is medicine.

www.hangoutyoga.co.uk

"DO AERIAL
YOGA AND

ALLOW
YOURSELF
TO MOVE
LIKE THE
APES WE

ARE"

Photographer :  @ytzphoto

So if you don’t already have a
setup at home the easiest way to
get one is to buy a decent pull-up
bar and then set the equipment
up to hang from that.  

If need any further advise or
advice about this wherever you
are in the world please feel free
to reach out to me directly either
via email
info@hangoutyoga.co.uk or via a
Direct Message at
instagram.com/thehangoutyoga 

https://www.hangoutyoga.co.uk/
https://www.hangoutyoga.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/ytzphoto/
http://instagram.com/thehangoutyoga
http://instagram.com/thehangoutyoga


INSIGHTS
G E T  A  B E T T E R  U N D E R S T A N D I N G  

O F  A E R I A L  Y O G A  P O S E S  E A C H  M O N T H

The Turtle (Kurmasana): 
This posture, adapted from yoga, is a contrast

used to relieve tension that may have been
caused after previously performing other

postures such as an inverted pose or lumbar
hyperextension work. 

The purpose of this posture is twofold;  on the
one hand, to help calm anxiety and insomnia
problems as it relaxes the breath and calms
mental activity.  It is for this reason that it is
considered an introspective position. On the

other hand, facilitate the stretching of the entire
spine, legs, hips and the entire torso in general.  

It is also used to stimulate the abdominal
organs, reduce back and cranial pain and

increase blood flow to both the nervous system
and the muscles of the back.

Written by Silvia Escarra @silviaescarra.aeris 

Double diamond: 
In this position we exercitize the shoulder joint, the
scapular area and the thoracic region. This exercise

is necessary as mobility in these areas can be
reduced due to the sedentary lifestyle and the

eternal office hours.On the one hand, the thoracic
region is essential for good postural mobility,

maintaining an upright and appropriate position,
avoiding pain and the typical bad position of the

hump, caused by carrying the shoulders
forward.On the other hand, the scapular area

provides us with the mobility of the upper body
necessary for our daily life, and by exercising on it

we can avoid shoulder injuries and at the same
time adopt correct postures that are so beneficial

for our body. Finally, the shoulder joint is very
mobile resulting in possible injuries, therefore,

including mobility exercises in our daily routine to
remove tension in this area because of the

positions is essential to keep it healthy and avoid
injuries.

https://www.instagram.com/aerialyogawarrior
https://www.instagram.com/silviaescarra.aeris/
https://www.instagram.com/silviaescarra.aeris/


AERIAL YOGA
SEQUENCE

5 0  M I N  F O C U S  O N  S E L F - C O N F I D E N C E  

Cocooning:
Sit in the hammock and cross your
legs, hands on your knees, take few

deep breaths. Then lie down and do a
leg hug, keep breathing in and out of
the nose with the lips sealed,which

helps build heat in the body.

Written by @lynnnnfly

LETTING GO AND TRUSTING MYSELF: THOSE ARE THE FEELINGS I EXPERIENCE DURING AN AERIAL YOGA SEQUENCE IN
WHICH MY BODY IS SUPPORTED BY A FABRIC HANGING FROM THE CEILING. AT THAT MOMENT, I LET GO, I TRUSTED
MYSELF AND I ENJOYED THE BEAUTY OF THE POSE I AM DOING. MY NAME IS LYNN AKA @LYNNNNFLY. I’M A YOGA
STUDENT AND AERIAL YOGA INSTRUCTOR. TWO YEARS AGO, I TOOK MY FIRST AERIAL YOGA CLASS IN PARIS AND FELL
IN LOVE WITH IT. MY PASSION GREW EACH TIME I GOT ON MY HAMMOCK AND THIS PRACTICE GREW SO MUCH ON ME
THAT I DECIDED TO ENJOY FLYING BY TEACHING OTHERS. 
 
IN THIS 50 MINUTES’ SEQUENCE, I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE ONE OF MY FAVORITE AERIAL YOGA FLOWS WHICH FOCUSES
ON SELF-CONFIDENCE COMBINING STRETCHING, FULL BODY MUSCLE WARM-UP AND INVERSIONS.

Cocooning soothes relaxation by perfectly matching each one’s morphology; the
hammock refers to the position of the baby in his mother’s womb. So unconsciously
and instinctively, you will feel a sense of security and relaxation as you slip inside.The
body naturally relaxes, releasing the hormones of happiness: serotonin and oxytocin.

https://www.instagram.com/aerialyogawarrior
https://www.instagram.com/lynnnnfly/


Hamstring stretch:
Stand up in front your hammock,
grab it with both hands and put your
entire right leg in it. Inhale and bring
your palms together, drop your head
back, and gaze up at your thumbs.
Exhale, release your arms as you fold
forward and bend your knee if you
feel pressure on your lower back. 
Stay for 5 breaths . Try to keep a long
spine by gazing at your toes and
repeat with your left leg.

Aerial Sun Salutation: 
Put your right leg in the hammock

and place it on your ankle then
turn around. Stand in Tadasana

(mountain pose) and stretch your
arms down with your palms turned
out and your shoulders released.,
inhale and sweep your arms over

your head, keep your hands
apart and gaze straight ahead.

Standing forward bend:
Exhale release your arms in wide

arcs as you fold forward, then
release your neck to avoid pressure

on the cervix. 
Half standing forward bend: 

Inhale and push your fingertips
down into the floor, straighten your

elbows, then lift your front torso
away from your thighs. Lengthen

the front of your torso as you arch
evenly along the entire length of

your spine.



Chaturanga Dandasana: 
Exhale as you bend your

elbows and lower down to
Chaturanga with your upper
body and left leg parallel to

the floor. Keep your
shoulders away from your

ears, lift the thighs away from
the floor and lengthen your
tailbone toward your heel.

Upward-facing dog: 
Inhale while straightening your
arms, activating your legs and

pressing your front thighs
upward. Draw your shoulders
away from your ears and look

straight ahead.

Plank position: 
Exhale place both hands

on the floor and step your
left foot back, inhale bring
your torso forward until
your shoulders are over
your wrists. Try not to let
your pelvis collapse and

press your thighs up.



Downward-facing dog: 
Exhale and step your left foot back,
spread your palms and soles. Press

the front of your thighs back
imagining that your upper body is
being stretched between the arms

and legs.

Lie down in the hammock and
inhale straighten your legs, exhale
bring them up slowly, inhale bring
them down. An important thing is
to control the movement and try

to synchronize it with your breath.
Repeat twice for 8 breaths each

time, and on the 8th breath, leave
your legs up and keep them for 10

seconds, then release.

To finish the Sun Salutation, gaze up between your hands and step your left foot
forward into a lunge, then inhale into half standing forward bend and exhale into
standing forward bend. Inhale sweep your arms over your head, then exhale with

your hands in prayer. Repeat twice with each leg.
 
 

Abdominal and arms warm-up:
Lie down in the hammock and inhale straighten your legs, exhale bring them up

slowly, inhale bring them down. An important thing is to control the movement and
try to synchronize it with your breath. Repeat twice for 8 breaths each time, and on

the 8th breath, leave your legs up and keep them for 10 seconds, then release.



Get out of the hammock by placing
the fabric behind your back and

taking your arms out. Sit down in
a chair position, inhale straighten
your legs in front of you with flex

feet then exhale bring your legs up.
Inhale bring them down and

repeat for 8 breaths. Try to repeat
slowly to improve body awareness
by feeling the muscle contraction.
Staying in the same chair position,

inhale take your feet off the
ground then exhale pull yourself
up with your knees bent, repeat

twice for 8 breaths.

Stand up with your feet hip-width
apart, bring the fabric in front of
you and grab it with both hands,
straighten your arms and release

your neck, inhale exhale in a
half dog position.

Lunges and squats: 
Keeping both hands on the fabric, straighten your arms and start doing 8 lunges with

each foot. Then come back into a standing position with a distance between your
feet slightly larger than your hips pointing your toes outward. Do 2 sets of 10

squats, staying down on the 10th for 5 seconds on each set.



Then you can try to remove one leg
then the other one, grab your toes
and straighten your legs for a fun

hamstring stretch.

Inversions:
I always like to start the

inversions part of all my classes
with a basic inversion while
asking my students to stay

upside-down for 2 to 3 minutes,
in order to get all the inversion’s

benefits such as improving
blood circulation and immune

system, and being a natural
anti-depressive. You will have
both legs fixed in the fabric, a

released neck and grabbed
elbows.

Come back into a seating position and take your arms out of the fabric, gazing down
while staying on the hammock to bring back the normal blood flow.

 
The next inversion is focused on self-confidence: grab the hammock with both hands
and push it down, place it under your hips’ bones and gaze down putting both hands

on the floor while taking your feet off the ground. Bend your knees and try to hug
them with both hands. You will be upside down, hugging your legs and the only thing
that will allow you to hang on the fabric is your self-confidence. In this position, you
will learn to let go, to leave your fears behind and to step out of your comfort zone.
One last modification is to try to remove your hands and hang freely on the fabric.

You will then discover a new way to exceed your limits.



SHARE YOUR 50MN SESSION WITH US ON IG !

For the last inversion, you have to stand up in the hammock with both legs, bend
your knees behind the fabric and slide your hands by grabbing the hammock on the
outside and having your elbows bent. You will be gazing forward with a long spine,
toes pointed to the floor and hips pushing the fabric. Once in this position, you can

begin to lean forward until your toes are pointed to the sky – you can then grab your
elbows, release your head and enjoy the moment. This exercise helps you work on

your perception of space, and will get you an intense feeling of freedom and
lightness.

Savasana:
Lie down in the hammock with

your head covered by the fabric.
Chose a comfortable position

placing your arms inside or
outside the hammock. Close your

eyes and let the voice of your
teacher guide you to enter

meditation.

Place your hands on the floor,
palms up to the sky, you can keep
your legs that way or try extending

them all the way out.
Stay here for 2-3 mins. Feel the

stretch in your low belly.

Restorative pose:
Cat-cow pose: Grab the fabric with both hands, sit on your knees, inhale look up

while having a hollow back, exhale look down and release your head while unrolling
the spine. Repeat for 8 breaths.

Unexpected and surprising, the poses will plunge you into a feeling of freedom
requiring patience, persistence and confidence. It asks you to face your fears: fear of

being different, fear of the unknown, fear of losing control, of taking risks.
Let yourself be guided by your inner feelings and explore your emotions!



AERIAL YOGA 
MAP 

F I N D  A E R I A L  S T U D I O S  &  O N L I N E  C L A S S E S
W O R L D W I D E

EUROPE

Belgium
@jadeyoga.belgium
Jadeyoga.be 
Roeselare
www.jadeyoga.be

Recentrez-vous
Grand’rue 26, 
6760 Virton
www.recentrez-vous.be

Cyprus 
@diamanto.k
Little Diamonds Aerial & Dance
Studio - Paphos, Cyprus
Facebook

England
@thehangoutyoga
The Lodge Studio - London
FORM Studio - London
www.hangoutyoga.co.uk

@cliftonskyyoga
Clift On Sky Yoga Studio - Bristol
www.cliftonskyyoga.co.uk

@njherbert_njhealth
Nicola Herbert - Prestbury,
Cheshire

@katinafarrar20
New Forest Yoga Trapeze -
Lymington
Book a class

Balaguer

Canary Islands & Tenerife

Italy
@yogaflyonair
Yogaflyonair - Napoli
www.yogaflyonair.com

Portugal
@doubliefit_porto
Double Fit Studio - Porto
www.doublefit.pt

@deckfoz
Deck Foz
125, Corte Real St. 
Oporto

Lithuania 
@camiyoga.lt
CamiYoga
Kaunas (city
)www.camiyoga.lt

Spain :

@ikigai.ioga
Ikigai
Passeig de l'Estacio 12, altell 1
www.ikigaibalaguer.cat

WE fly aerial yoga and bungee fitness
www.aerialhammockyoga.com

Switzerland : 
@christinefurler
Aerial Yoga by Christine Furler
www.christinefurler.com

Paris

Reunion Island

Segny

Tours

France

@creasanaparis
Espace Creasana Paris
4 rue Lecomte du Nouy
75016 Paris
www.creadanse.net

Aerial Vinyasa Yoga
2 Allée des Lataniers, 
Piton Saint-Leu
www.aerialvinyasayoga.net

Code barre
501 Route Blanche
Website / Facebook
 

@yoga.aerien.tours
Yoga Aerien Tours
Facebook

Germany
@go_ramona_
Feel Good Studio - Leipzig
www.deepconversations.net

Greece
@physiopaideiafitcult
Physiopadeia - Ayia Paraskevi
Facebook

https://jadeyoga.be/
http://www.recentrez-vous.be/
https://www.facebook.com/aerialflowyogainPaphos/
http://www.hangoutyoga.co.uk/
https://www.cliftonskyyoga.co.uk/
https://newforestyogatrapze.myfitnessclass.com/classes
http://www.yogaflyonair.com/
http://www.doublefit.pt/
http://www.camiyoga.lt/
http://www.ikigaibalaguer.cat/
http://www.aerialhammockyoga.com/
http://www.christinefurler.com/
http://www.creadanse.net/
http://www.aerialvinyasayoga.net/
http://www.codebarre.org/
https://www.facebook.com/codebarre.poledance/?ref=page_internal
https://m.facebook.com/yogaaerientours/
http://www.deepconversations.net/
https://www.facebook.com/physiopaideiafitcult/


ASIA

@pole.heart_studio
Pole Heart Studio
Rm 1202, Kimberland Centre, 55
Wing Hong Street, Lai Chi
KokHong Kong, Hong Kong
Facebook

OCEANIA

Australia
@lifeyogagoulburn
Life Yoga Goulburn - Goulburn,
New South Wales

@movementhalo
Movement Halo - Adelaide

California

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

Illinois

NORTH AMERICA

USA

@aerial_yoga - San Diego
www.galaxylifestyle.com

@themojotechnique
The Mojo Technique - East Bay
www.themojotechnique.com

@ginaflys
Stars Body Studio - Old Bridge
www.starsbodystudio.com

@spiritualaerialist
YogaLab
Emmaus

River Bend Yoga
202 State Street Alton,62002
Facebook

Want your studio to be listed in our Aerial Yoga Map ?
Send us an email aerialyogamagazine@gmail.com

SOUTH AMERICA

Chile
@alma.lab.cl
@cototita_yoga.alma
Alma Lab 
Santiago do Chile

@aerialyogavuelos
Aerial Yoga Vuelos 
Viña del Mar 
Facebook 

Argentina
@aeroyoga_sanisidro
Aeroyoga San Isidro
Buenos Aires

First Online Aerial Yoga School

CamiyogAIr

ONLINE CLASSES

@aeroyoga_rf
www.aeroyoga.online/kurs

Youtube: CamiyogAir
Insta: @camiyogair
www.camiyogair.com

https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Yoga-Studio/Pole-Heart-Studio-104554121227951/
http://www.doublefit.pt/
http://www.themojotechnique.com/
http://www.starsbodystudio.com/
http://www.facebook.com/RiverbendYoga
https://www.facebook.com/aerialyogavueloschile/
https://www.facebook.com/aerialyogavueloschile/
http://www.aeroyoga.online/kurs
http://www.camiyogair.com/


AERIAL YOGA
MAG' FAMILY
A E R I A L  Y O G I S  W O R L D W I D E

T H A N K  Y O U  !

Want to be part of the Family?
Follow us on IG and share your pictures/videos using @aerialyogamagazine or #aerialyogamagazine

Send us an email with your IG to aerialyogamagazine@gmail.com to add it to this page

@thehangoutyoga

@vaggio04

@antonio_0028

@aerialyogawarrior

@sewalk8@markus_aerialyoga

@lynnmekdachi

@njherbert_njhealth

@alderly_yoga_trapeze

@airyogagirl

@aeroyoga_sanisidro

@psyogielaine

@silklinebalance

@yogawithjardine

@silviaescarra.aeris

@sillyyogagirl

@aerialyogamariam

@siriamallamo

@clod.pilatesdance

@tarnimek


